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as is the case with means as is also true about if this is the meaning you are looking for you can always use with with could be used in all of the examples in the above text i personally would use with
instead of for in all of them phrase add to word list in the same way that it happens as is often the case with children amy was completely better by the time they gave us a doctor s appointment we all
made great progress on our personal goals as was the case when we met up last year learn how to use this is the case with as an introduction to an example or explanation see 56 examples from reliable
sources such as the new york times and the guardian and improve your writing with ludwig as is the case with from inspiring english sources or as is the case with tara identities as is the case with
several lead actresses and directors as is the case with everything that press does she did it well as is the case with all subjects some students find maths hard as was the case with is a perfectly
acceptable phrase to use in written english you can use it to introduce a comparison or contrast between two or more items or ideas for example as was the case with all of his work the new painting
received a great deal of critical acclaim as is the case for is a formula used to introduce a state of affairs that is typical both phrases are correct but they are used in slightly different contexts as in the
case of is more commonly used to introduce a specific example or instance while as the case with is used to make a general statement about a situation last updated march 27 2024 the relevant phrases
are not case of and case with they are of poor judgment and with my brother consider this is a cup of wine this is a cup with a handle the difference between cup of and cup with is not the issue the
meaning of the case is what actually exists or happens how to use the case in a sentence 1 hi i have a doubt regarding the use of with or of in the following sentence is it as is the case of most major
religions worldwide the catholic church in argentina is not unusual in that it has a number of different factions sun feb 24 2019 when a hero firefighter is found savagely murdered in his own home the
trail of evidence police find takes them on a twisting and tension filled journey to justice 7 8 10 15 rate watch options s18 e2 she s gone sun mar 3 2019 ai feedback the phrase such was the case with is
correct and usable in written english it is typically used to describe a situation that is similar to a prior one for example john had visited the same park every summer since he was a child such was the
case with his son who developed a fondness for the park at an early age exact 54 phrase add to word list b1 not true if that is the case then i will be very disappointed tom says that they don t have
enough staff but i d be surprised if that s the case if these people needed money we could help them out but that isn t the case she said they can t afford to heat the home and if that s the case it s
terrible tv series 2009 1h imdb rating 7 3 10 1 1k your rating rate popularity 4 722 227 play trailer 1 01 4 videos 99 photos documentary crime award winning journalist paula zahn unravels shocking
crimes interviewing those closest to the case including lawyers the victim s family and detectives creators scott sternberg eliav lieblich an international law professor at tel aviv university and a critic of
israel s conduct of the gaza war pronounced the idea of instituting a genocide case against palestine he dashang wu gang is a middle aged childless innkeeper trapped in an unhappy marriage in a sleepy
city in yunnan china sleepwalking through his days everything changes when he spies a black suitcase floating down the river phrase add to word list in the same way that it happens as is often the case
with children amy was completely better by the time they gave us a doctor s appointment we all made great progress on our personal goals as was the case when we met up last year a smart lawyer
whose drinking and recklessness send him on a path of self destruction finds new purpose investigating a teenager s apparent suicide watch trailers learn more
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word choice as is the case for vs as is the case with Mar 29 2024 as is the case with means as is also true about if this is the meaning you are looking for you can always use with with could be used
in all of the examples in the above text i personally would use with instead of for in all of them
as is the case english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 28 2024 phrase add to word list in the same way that it happens as is often the case with children amy was completely better by the time they
gave us a doctor s appointment we all made great progress on our personal goals as was the case when we met up last year
this is the case with english examples in context ludwig Jan 27 2024 learn how to use this is the case with as an introduction to an example or explanation see 56 examples from reliable sources
such as the new york times and the guardian and improve your writing with ludwig
as is the case with english examples in context ludwig Dec 26 2023 as is the case with from inspiring english sources or as is the case with tara identities as is the case with several lead actresses and
directors as is the case with everything that press does she did it well as is the case with all subjects some students find maths hard
as was the case with english examples in context ludwig Nov 25 2023 as was the case with is a perfectly acceptable phrase to use in written english you can use it to introduce a comparison or
contrast between two or more items or ideas for example as was the case with all of his work the new painting received a great deal of critical acclaim
meaning of the phrase as is the case for english language Oct 24 2023 as is the case for is a formula used to introduce a state of affairs that is typical
as the case with or as in the case of textranch Sep 23 2023 both phrases are correct but they are used in slightly different contexts as in the case of is more commonly used to introduce a specific
example or instance while as the case with is used to make a general statement about a situation last updated march 27 2024
grammar case of or case with usingenglish com Aug 22 2023 the relevant phrases are not case of and case with they are of poor judgment and with my brother consider this is a cup of wine this is a
cup with a handle the difference between cup of and cup with is not the issue
the case definition meaning merriam webster Jul 21 2023 the meaning of the case is what actually exists or happens how to use the case in a sentence
as is the case of with wordreference forums Jun 20 2023 1 hi i have a doubt regarding the use of with or of in the following sentence is it as is the case of most major religions worldwide the catholic
church in argentina is not unusual in that it has a number of different factions
on the case with paula zahn tv series 2009 imdb May 19 2023 sun feb 24 2019 when a hero firefighter is found savagely murdered in his own home the trail of evidence police find takes them on a
twisting and tension filled journey to justice 7 8 10 15 rate watch options s18 e2 she s gone sun mar 3 2019
such was the case with english examples in context ludwig Apr 18 2023 ai feedback the phrase such was the case with is correct and usable in written english it is typically used to describe a situation
that is similar to a prior one for example john had visited the same park every summer since he was a child such was the case with his son who developed a fondness for the park at an early age exact 54
not the case english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 17 2023 phrase add to word list b1 not true if that is the case then i will be very disappointed tom says that they don t have enough staff but
i d be surprised if that s the case if these people needed money we could help them out but that isn t the case she said they can t afford to heat the home and if that s the case it s terrible
on the case with paula zahn tv series 2009 imdb Feb 16 2023 tv series 2009 1h imdb rating 7 3 10 1 1k your rating rate popularity 4 722 227 play trailer 1 01 4 videos 99 photos documentary crime
award winning journalist paula zahn unravels shocking crimes interviewing those closest to the case including lawyers the victim s family and detectives creators scott sternberg
charge palestine with genocide too the atlantic Jan 15 2023 eliav lieblich an international law professor at tel aviv university and a critic of israel s conduct of the gaza war pronounced the idea of
instituting a genocide case against palestine
the case wikipedia Dec 14 2022 he dashang wu gang is a middle aged childless innkeeper trapped in an unhappy marriage in a sleepy city in yunnan china sleepwalking through his days everything
changes when he spies a black suitcase floating down the river
as is the case definition cambridge english dictionary Nov 13 2022 phrase add to word list in the same way that it happens as is often the case with children amy was completely better by the time they
gave us a doctor s appointment we all made great progress on our personal goals as was the case when we met up last year
watch case netflix official site Oct 12 2022 a smart lawyer whose drinking and recklessness send him on a path of self destruction finds new purpose investigating a teenager s apparent suicide watch
trailers learn more
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